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nuda video larissa reis nuda found evidence of pronounced changes in
myocardial remodeling and function post-AMI. However, there was no
significant difference in the LV EF between the control and post-AMI
groups. This suggested a potential existence of a critical time point
after AMI for myocardial remodeling, and thus the use of our
therapeutic agent could be beneficial. Further investigation of a heart-
specific approach may be helpful to further enhance the benefit of our
therapeutic agent. This work was supported by a National Research
Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korean government
(No. NRF-2015R1A2A2A17002486) and by the research funds of
Dongguk University. **Conflicts of Interest:** The authors have no
financial conflicts of interest. ![**(A)** Temporal progression of
myocardial fibrosis in the control, AMI, and AMI with the early
therapeutic agent (AMI+T) groups. The heart weight normalized to
tibial length (HW/TL) (**B**) and the myocardial fibrosis volume
(**C**) are shown. AMI, acute myocardial infarction; AMI+T, AMI
with early therapeutic agent. ^\*^*p*\<0.05 vs control, ^†^*p*\<0.05
vs post-AMI, ^‡^*p*\<0.05 vs control.](jos-16-3-238f1){#f1-
jos-16-3-238} ![**(A)** Myocardial echogenicity is shown in both
parasternal short axis view at the midpapillary level and
midventricular level in the control and post-AMI groups (arrows).
**(B)** The myocardial echogenicity on the midpapillary level in the
post-AMI group showed significantly lower echogenicity than that of
the control and post-AMI+T groups. The myocardial echogenicity on
the midventricular level also showed significant differences between
the post-AMI and post-AMI f988f36e3a
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